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edius pro offers a variety of video editing tools. the
editing tools are called the same in all edius versions, so
you can use the same tools to edit different video
formats. use the frame-by-frame video editor to create a
video by editing individual frames. edius allows the
editing of the video with a small amount of ram. edius
pro supports most video editing formats, including h.264,
prores, dv, xavc s and xavc. if you need to work with
other formats, you can export to other formats. edius pro
9 is a very handy application which can be used for
creating impressive and complex video projects on your
pc. video editing is one heck of a job and it requires
some special skills to come up with and impressive
video. now a days there are loads of video editing tools
and edius pro 9 is one of them. you can also download
edius pro 8.53. a "my library" section will contain all the
titles that you have worked with. the worksets are
grouped by project and can be sorted by name. edius pro
9 offers the possibility to use its tools for creating a
project file directly from the timeline. the "my library"
section will contain all the titles that you have worked
with. a "my library" section is the first visible element in
the main interface. click on the edit button on the right
side, then click on "my library", then the next screen
displays the worksets, which you will then be able to sort
by name or by project. the most valuable feature of this
particular application is that it automatically detects
projects and provides a list of new projects to import into
the current project. this means that users do not need to
have a good idea of the structure of the project to be
able to carry out import and export operations. the key
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functions of the application are the following: access to
the metadata for each clip, the ability to assign the
original filename to the copy filename, the ability to
provide each video clip with a title, the ability to give
each video clip a caption, the ability to provide each
video clip with a description, the ability to choose the
project type, the ability to choose the project size, the
ability to select the default export format, the ability to
choose a default export location, and the ability to set
the preferred format for the export. you can download
the latest and best version of edius pro for free.
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now you can open, view, and work with edit decision lists
(edls) in edius 7.5 and maintain the same workflow

between footage and edls that youve come to love. edius
features a broad range of important new editing

functionality, such as the ability to edit keyframes, apply
split-frames in the timeline, and use edls in conjunction

with timelines. it also has a refined interface and an
improved look and feel to help you edit more efficiently.
edius 7.5 also lets you easily manage a vast quantity of
footage by placing it directly on the timeline in a non-

linear fashion. with edius, you can create a timeline from
video clips, audio clips, or any combination of the two.

the timeline can be subdivided into clips and tracks. you
can then load and view clips in the same or different

timelines. the properties of the clips are preserved when
they are moved to a different timeline. for instance, you
can work with a keyframe on an audio clip and make a
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change to that keyframe on the timeline, and the change
will be carried over to the audio clip. the edius timeline

allows you to make a variety of basic and advanced
editing changes, such as fading in and out, applying

keyframes, splitting clips, and more. you can perform
basic editing tasks by making line adjustments and

adding video effects, audio effects, or video and audio
transitions. you can perform more advanced editing

tasks, such as joining multiple timelines together, using
snap to keyframes, using keyframes, and joining multiple

video clips together. you can also use the timeline to
group media clips and trim a video clip down to a specific

length. 5ec8ef588b
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